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About This Game

The core feature of ViSP is the unrestricted building mechanic. By dragging blocks out of one another, you can freely create
complex, intertwined structures filling the whole room!
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Your goal is to connect your space port to all the monuments floating around you in space, to gather their energy and find other
cores scattered in the galaxy.

In order to do that, you need to manage your resources, form patterns out of blocks to create special modules and build
defensive structures to protect your station against enemies.

ViSP is a fresh approach for a VR building game, with all game mechanics tailored towards a unique roomscale VR experience.
The game is simple and intuitive at its core, but gets increasingly complex the further the player advances and offers a large

creative freedom.
Lose yourself in the calm and fascinating atmosphere and let your creativity flow while constructing an aesthetic and complex

spaceport spanning the whole room!
On the other hand, you need to react quickly and build up your station strategically to defend it against incoming threats, while

always keeping an eye on your resource counter!
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ViSP is developed by Visper Games, a team of two Game Design students from Berlin. It started off about two years ago, as a
small game jam project at university. The development was an exciting ride for us since and now we‘re glad to finally release

our first commercial game!

We‘re happy to receive any kind of feedback, so feel free to contact us! We’ll do our best to respond to your messages quickly
and to fix any problems that may occur. :)
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Visper Games
Publisher:
Visper Games
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A good friend of mine sent me this game about a year ago, I played it early today out of boredom and with only 0.4 hours I am
glad to say that I have become a being of another plane, the acting is triffled only by the acts of Bruce Cabot in the hit movie
Fancy Pants, audio has this realxing sense of ease while also keeping you on the edge of your seat for whats to come, story is
better than most Triple A games, and don't even get me started on how much connection there is between the player and the
diverse cast; In conclusion, this game is a solid 9/10 for me, would suggest to casual and hardcore gamers alike. The new gravity
mechanics are awful, and basically just add a requirement when building spaceships. Without gravity, a spaceship is completely
unflyable because you can't stay on the floor, which means that if you get into a spaceship without one and fly up, you'll lose
control of it and not be able to land it.
Because of this, my main game, which had been saved while in space, couldn't be played any longer. As soon as I loaded it, my
character floated off the floor and couldn't take control of the ship. I lost a ton of progress. Also if you saved on an asteroid,
you're similarly out of luck, because one jump sends you off into space.
In the end, all this update did was add a requirement and break some people's saved games. Before this last 'patch', I could find
some amusement in this game from time to time, but now it's completely unplayable. To the programmer: Did you even playtest
this at all?

On top of that, world generation takes a ridiculously long time even though the whole star system is smaller than a small fraction
of other voxel based games that load lightning fast. Having too many planets makes the system impossible to play, though I'm
not sure why that would make a difference since any competent code would only be loading the planet that you are currently on.
It's pretty obvious that the programmer does not know what he's doing.

Additionally, the game freezes for about 10 seconds seemingly at random about every 5-10 minutes.

Also turrets are completely useless since if an enemy gets behind something of yours, including the house or ship that the turret
is attached to, it will shoot right through it. I had a turret destroy my spaceship while trying to kill a snake on the surface of the
planet beneath me.. this is good game. This. This soundtrack. It's more than worth buying the game for, even if you don't get any
enjoyment out of the rest of it.

My only problem with it is that it's not ordered correctly. I enjoyed it in alphabetical order, but once I put it in the order it's
supposed to be in, it gelled so much better!. F1 Race stars is really a kool and entertaining game for a person of any age to play!
I would say the game play is easy to use and the game has plenty of levels to move along in the game!
Enjoy. Awesome, its a new Playstation Home. Very much work in progress, can't say more at this point.
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Unfriendly and illogical.. Don't buy this game if you are a fan of the real past Spellforce Games and their story (like the Order
of Dawn, Breath of the Winter, Shadow of the Phoenix, Spellforce 2 and Spellforce 2 Dragon Storm). This game is as worse as
Spellforce Faith in Destiny and there is no chance that any fruther game will ever connect to the original games.

And besides the worse story there are many bugs and the dialogues are most of the time that stupid that I've just skip them. The
only "good" thing about this game are the graphics, which haven't changed a bit since the original Spellforce 2 and still look
pretty good.

TL;DR: If you don't care about the story and the dialogues and just want to have some fun with a RPG/RTS mix, you should
buy it when most of the bugs are fixed and the price is about 5 $/€.

. Segfault is pretty bad, even at 90% off I don't recommend it. And yes, I only played it under an hour and decided this.

It's a keyboard-only shooter (arrow keys and z\/x : you can't change the controls in options) where the viewpoint is too "zoomed-
in" so everything's too close to see bullets coming, and momentum \/ gravity slow you down so much that you can't get out of the
way anyway. If I can describe it via another game - imagine trying to play Luftrausers with 1\/8th screen size and slightly
sluggish controls.

Also the only method of upgrading your ship \/ firepower is through a lootcrate-esque system, so you can't strategise and plan
what to get, you pay your in-game currency and beg and are supposed to be happy with what you're given. Even though it's not
what you need. All it does is add a layer of frustration.

Awful, bad design decisions in this game.. Even though i love dungeon crawlers, this game is not for me. I cant recommend this
game because of its simplicity,no character customization,level up is so so simple. Not for me.. i don't even...

Punch Planet Penkura The Garden Pub Alien Grenadier: The Lost Colony Clea Empyrean New, improved stats:
Thanks to feedback from our customers, Choice of Games author Kyle Marquis (Silverworld, Tower Behind the Moon) has
recently updated Empyrean to include a streamlined, more comprehensive stats system—players can now specialize in skills that
were previously opposed, bringing new dimensions to the game and the Actorius universe.
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